
Now that Kenya has been Conquered, 

will DRC Rise to be Top Power in Africa? 

Kenya was on the way to becoming one of the top 2 powers - economically and also in 

terms of political influence - in Africa, then out of nowhere, it has been conquered by 

powerful non African actors, who have successfully installed a puppet president.


If these very powerful non-African actors can conquer Kenya, it means they can conquer 

any African country, if they put enough effort into it.


The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) will be the next African nation to be 

conquered, unless they learn from Kenya's mistakes, that has led to the neo-colonisation 

of the country.


Electoral Commission 

The Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) was formed via the 2010 

Kenya Constitution.


As the name suggests, it is INDEPENDENT of government. But that did not prevent it 

from being DEPENDENT on shadowy non-African actors.




They pocketed IEBC chairman, and used him to select their European companies to 

manage all aspectS of Kenya general election, including maintaining voter register, IEBC 

servers, and printing of ballots.


They added 2 million ghost voters, but there was no way lawyers could prove it in court.


That is why the Supreme Court ruled that the election was not rigged.


The same powerful non-African actors, who rigged-in their preferred presidential 

candidate in Kenya, already have a preferred presidential candidate in next DRC 

elections, and it is not President Félix Tshisekedi.


If DRC electoral commission is allowed to become as "independent" as that of Kenya, 

these neocolonialists will definitely infiltrate it, and rig out President Tshisekedi.


To avoid that, DRC govt must make sure that electoral commission is not absolutely 

independent of govt:


- They cannot procure any goods or services from abroad. It is national treasury that will 

do that for them.


- All electoral commission servers must be based in DRC, and managed by Congolese 

citizens.


- All election ballots must be printed in DRC by Congolese-owned companies, or the 

govt.




- Not a single so-called "foreign expert" will be allowed to interact with the electoral 

commission in any way whatsoever.


Who knows whether these "foreign experts" are working for same people who 

successfully rigged Kenya election?


Following these rules will help DRC prevent rigging of the vote by foreign entities.


NOTE: In Kenya, all the 4 LOOPHOLES above were exploited by the vote riggers.


Information Flow 

A patriot - let's call him Mr X - can suggest a certain law be enacted, because it will be 

good for the country.


A non-patriot - let's call him Mr Y - vehemently attacks this proposed law, and claims it is 

meant to benefit Mr X and his cronies.


If Mr X has 2000 followers on social media, and Mr Y has 2 million followers, whose 

opinion do you think will be taken seriously by most of their countrymen?


This is the era of social media.


Many Africans - most, in some countries - get news through social media.




They obtain information via search engines and social media, like Google, Facebook, 

Twitter, WhatsApp etc.


3 years ago, I wrote: "Kenya urgently needs at the minimum, a well-supported Search 

Engine & Microblogging platform. If Kenya went to a general election without these 

platforms, the country could be in serious trouble.


There are many topics that are discussed “freely online” [on social media]. However, the 

fact that many other topics are blocked from being discussed online can only mean that 

even the topics that appear un-interfered with, are actually manipulated to fit a certain 

narrative.


There is DIRECT +VE CORRELATION between SEARCH ENGINE RIGGING in Africa & 

DELIBERATE DESTABILISATION of African countries."


On July 18, 2021, I wrote: "The [Kenya-based]impostors have propelled an unknown 

fellow impostor to become “elected” MP. Unless this SCAM becomes main topic of 

discussion in Kenya, they will definitely form next govt."


These social media companies - Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp etc - are owned or 

controlled by the same very powerful non-African actors who have conquered Kenya.


I said many times, in past 4 years, that if Kenyans continue to depend entirely on these 

platforms as source of information, they will eventually be conquered.


And that has come to pass.




I even suggested that the govt media start an online discussion forum where Kenyans can 

be debating issues, since social media companies are biased.


I said that there would be no risk, since the forum would be moderated, to shut out trolls 

and the like.


As far as I know, that never happened.


Unfortunately, many Africans do not believe that there are tens of thousands of fellow 

Africans who are heavily shadow-banned by social media companies and search engines.


And they are shadow-banned because the owners of these companies believe these 

Africans' opinions are a threat to their interests - to eventually conquer all of Africa.


Shadow-Banning examples: 


- You write a tweet, but they make sure nobody else can see it.


- You post an article on facebook, they make sure nobody else can see it.


- You start an online blog, but the major search engines refuse to index it - meaning no 

one can know about your posts, through use of major search engines.




NOTE: If Kenya govt media had created a discussion forum, and promoted it 

aggressively, so that it had at least 1 million regular users, the country would not have 

been conquered.


This is a fact so solid that you can take it to a top bank, and you will be told it is backed 

by gold.


THEORETICALLY: If a certain Congolese came up with an idea that he believed would 

end all the wars in the East of the country within 1 week, and wrote about it in his blog, or 

on social media, this is what would happen:


The social media companies would make sure that no one else sees that post; and major 

search engines would hide that article, so people searching for it wouldn't find it.


Why?


Because solving the wars in Eastern DRC would be stepping on very powerful non-

Africans' toes.


However, if there was a popular DRC govt-backed discussion forum, this person would 

probably have posted his idea on it, and it would have been seen and read by thousands 

of his compatriots.


If his idea made sense, then millions of fellow citizens would know about it.




If the govt announced a policy that would make the idea work, citizens would support the 

govt, because they had the right information.


Solution to Information Manipulation in DRC 

DRC govt should start a discussion forum, managed by about 10 patriotic Administrators 

& moderators.


They should also hire about 100 patriots to be discussing issues about the country on 

that forum.


These 100 patriots could also be made moderators.


The forum will be open to all - that is its purpose anyway (moderated, of course, to keep 

trolls and malicious saboteurs out).


The advantage of a discussion forum is that, you can conceive the idea today, and start 

the forum tomorrow.


Purpose of the forum? For Congolese people to have a place they can discuss matters 

affecting the country, without being shadow-banned, because what they have suggested 

is very good for the country.


The forum should be heavily promoted on radio/TV, so that it becomes the to-go-to online 

site for Congolese (and even non-Congolese) seeking latest news about what is going on 

in the country.




Forum could allow 3 language categories: French, English, Congolese languages + 

Swahili.


If the govt does not want to manage the forum directly, then they can contract the work to 

a patriotic citizen to do it (This is actually the best option: discussion forum managed 

privately - technically - by PATRIOTIC citizens, funded by the government. The forum 

should be managed by people who understand that big social media companies are 

biased).


This cannot be done by a private citizen, unless backed by the govt.


Reason is that, if you are a patriotic African managing a forum online, the search engines 

are against you. Ditto social media companies.


And you will also be hit by continuous DDoS.


I know about this because I have been a victim.


If Kenya govt had invested only $20K per year for a discussion forum, the country would 

not have been conquered.


NB: 15 years ago, Kenya had very popular online discussion forums, all owned by Kenyan 

patriots.


They were all killed.




Now we know why - so that Kenyans couldn't have any other source of news, apart from 

social media owned by you-know-who, who continuously manipulates Kenyans' opinion 

on various matters.


NOTE: Although technically, Kenya may be said to have free media, it works only one way 

i.e. there's no discussion. 


And Kenyans, like many other people in the world, like news that they can also contribute, 

hence popularity of social media.


Decision Making 

I have written a lot about information flow, because people make decisions, based on 

what they know, or what they believe they know.


If people have the right information, then they will support the govt when it wants to do 

what is right for the country.


For instance, if people know that an electoral commission wanting to use "foreign 

experts" is so that foreign powers can rig the election, they will oppose that.




Wars in Eastern DRC 

These wars have lasted for far too long. Too many innocent civilians have been killed.


Too much suffering in that region.


Can the wars be ended completely? YES. Absolutely.


However, this cannot happen, as long as the information people on the ground receive, is 

from sources that want the region to remain unstable in perpetuity, so they can continue 

stealing Congolese wealth.


The narrative that social media companies like is that, the wars are as a result of Rwanda 

and Uganda allegedly stealing DRC minerals.


If that is true, then what has UN's MONUSCO been doing in the country for 20+ years?


This is not an issue that can be discussed effectively in existing social media platforms.


Only DRC forum - ran by patriots - can allow real, rational debate about this matter.


My opinion is this: DRC military should select 3,000 patriotic soldiers, whose 

backgrounds are known (not impostors).




Request Russia and China to train them for 6-12 months - to create an elite DRC Army 

unit, whose job would be to stabilise the East.


By this time, the DRC discussion forum should have become a popular social platform in 

the country.


Therefore, when the govt requests MONUSCO to leave, because the new Elite Army unit 

is capable of doing the job of stabilising the East, citizens will support (because they have 

the right information).


Dog Whistling 

There are some opposition politicians in DRC who like talking about "territorial integrity", 

apparently suggesting that the govt is not keen on protecting Congolese territory.


However, if you read between the lines, they are implying that some Congolese are less 

Congolese than others.


Yet, this kind of talk has been used to destabilise the East for generations.


Remember: Major social media companies really love this kind of talk.




NGOs 

In Kenya some foreign-funded NGOs became so powerful that, they were even involved 

in making the current constitution - that has contributed to eventual conquering of the 

country.


And when the govt realised there were non-Kenyans posing as citizens, and decided to 

make a digital ID to weed them out, these same foreign-funded NGOs went to court, and 

won.


If these "civil societies" weren't so powerful, Kenya wouldn't have been conquered.


DRC shouldn't make that mistake.


No NGO should be involved in matters to do with politics, constitution, or laws of the 

land.




DRC as an African Super-Power 

If DRC avoids making the mistakes mentioned above that Kenya made, the whole country 

will be peaceful and stable.


Only Congolese will be deciding who their leaders would be.


There would be zero interference in their politics from external actors.


All local mines would be guarded by elite DRC troops, ensuring not even a gram of 

mineral is stolen.


The country would become stable and prosperous.


Other African countries would be mesmerised by DRC's success.


In 10 years time, DRC would be the top economy in Africa. 
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